
Hi there!

I’m picking up where I left off last month - Miss Rodeo Canada, 

Ali Mullin and I made our way to Brisbane where we toured many 

historic sites, enjoyed an amazing dinner on the water with the Just 

Country crew and shared many laughs and stories. We travelled to 

the Gold & Sunshine Coasts where we stayed on the beach, much to 

Ali’s delight. Our whirlwind visit also included trips to the Outback 

Spectacular, Australia Zoo, Aquis Horse Racing Stud & Training Farm 

and the Ramada Hotel, Kooralbyn with their Rodeo Queen and MRA 

2018 Entrant Nikea Coulson.

After this we ventured to Warwick for a dinner with the MRA 

committee before things heated up throughout the week. The next 

few days consisted of school 

visits as well as visiting the best 

to see in the Southern Downs. 

Thursday rolled around quickly 

and we met the amazing 7 times 

NFR Qualifier and 2014 World 

Barrel Racing Champion Fallon 

Taylor. Fallon went into that 

rodeo centre at 150% and left a 

storm of dust behind her! Fallon, 

Ali and I participated in the first 

Grand Entry of the weekend and 

afterwards enjoyed the rodeo. 

The rest of the weekend took a 

similar pace with visits to APRA 

& MRA sponsors including Gary 

from Chute 4 Western Wear, Just 

Country at Hitchley & Harrow, 

autograph signings and a Grand 

Entry each evening.

The last day of the Finals came 

around much too quickly for my liking and it seemed that Ali & I 

along with Warwick Rodeo Queen Meghan Stewart, were presenting 

the Australian Champion buckles before we even got to check the 

time! Congratulations to all of the Australian Champions! All of the 

competitors should be so proud of themselves.

A week later I was on my way to Canada with Meghan for the 

Canadian Finals Rodeo! Upon arrival we had the pleasure of meeting 

the 5 wonderful Queens running for the Miss Rodeo Canada 2018 

title who were extremely welcoming and so lovely, it made us feel 

right at home. We were also reunited with Ali & introduced to Miss 

Rodeo America 2017 Lisa Lageschaar!

The next day the contestants had their personal interviews and 

written exams while the rest of us had a self-defence class, a lovely 

lunch with sponsors and then got dressed into our formal gowns 

for the back number presentations for the Canadian finalists. Lisa, 

Meg and I served a hot BBQ lunch to guests and workers of our 

sponsor hotel, Chateau Lacombe outside in the -20 degree weather! 

The entertainment as well as the company from the very funny 

crowd kept our hearts warm. That night we got to experience our 

first part of the Canadian Finals Rodeo at the remarkable Colosseum. 

With fireworks and fire going off everywhere it really did go off with 

a bang! From there we visited suites of sponsors and committee 

members throughout the night. 

Meg and I got to do our flybys in the arena at the Colosseum on a 

following night on trusty ponies Friendly and Boss. There was tears 

all around when 20 year old Brittney Chomistek was crowned Miss 

Rodeo Canada 2018. Brittany was an outstanding competitor and an 

all around winner in my eyes. I cannot wait to watch her journey. 

Saturday was packed with two rounds of rodeo within the day so 

we were busy lunching and visiting suite sponsors again throughout. 

Congratulations to the well-deserved Canadian Champions! 

Meg and I were sad to go after a truly wonderful trip but made 

the journey home safely. We would like to thank the hard working 

committee of Miss Rodeo Canada for the trip of a lifetime. Your 

generosity, professionalism and commitment to this wonderful cause 

will always be cherished.

I am waiting patiently to head back over for the Wrangler NFR in 

Vegas! Next month I’ll be reporting on my adventures there!

Emma Deicke

Miss Rodeo Australia      

Victory lap with Australian Barrel Racing Champion Jaimi 
Downing, Meg, Fallon & Ali. Photo by Storm Lahiff.

Canadian Finals Rodeo Back 
Number Presentations.

Canadian BBQ at Chateau Lacombe, Edmonton.
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Meeting the entrants for Miss Rodeo Canada 2018Ali & I with Halle-Belle Tribe at the APRA 
Back Number Presentations
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